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Wetrok KeyCar
Security with a personalised look



Wetrok KeyCar: 
A personal touch meets total protection 

Ergonomic laundry transport 

When the laundry box is full, it can 
effortlessly be rolled to the laundry 
facilities. This is possible thanks to small 
wheels and a height-adjustable handle that 
turn the laundry box into a small trolley for 
transport. 

Do you need a cleaning cart that combines strict security requirements with a quality design? Then the Wetrok 
KeyCar is the ideal solution for your facility. The entire cleaning system can be locked completely with a single 
key. This keeps all cleaning materials, especially chemicals, out of the hands of unauthorised individuals. The 
KeyCar is visually appealing thanks to a freely customisable exterior design: Your personally chosen theme 
will attract the attention of passers-by and turn the cart into a personalised companion. 

Four features to simplify your cleaning processes:

Design: How your KeyCar could look

Innovative dosage system

It’s truly as simple as pouring in the cleaning 
solution, setting the desired quantity of liquid 
per mop, initiating dosing with the lever and 
placing the dry mop directly against the wet 
mopping unit in the bucket. Let the liquid 
soak in for two minutes—done!

Design: How your KeyCar could lookDesign: How your KeyCar could lookDesign: How your KeyCar could lookDesign: How your KeyCar could lookDesign: How your KeyCar could look
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Dusting wipes within reach in seconds

The Masslinn roll holder keeps your dusting 
wipes ready to use at all times. 
The perforated roll on the holder makes it 
easy to separate the right number of cloths 
from the roll depending on the working 
width.

Hygienic cleaning with colour coding 

The upper level of the KeyCar offers space 
for an 8-litre bucket. Depending on the 
model and confi guration, anywhere from 
two to four colours can be chosen. The 
KeyCar facilitates hygienic surface cleaning 
with your preferred application.



A cleaning cart can be a functional object and 
an advertising space at the same time. 

Display your logo, a motivational picture or 
a message - the choice is yours. 

Choose one of 20 themes or have the KeyCar 
printed with your own individual theme. 

You can also add your logo to any theme.

The entire KeyCar cleaning system 
can be locked completely with a single key. 

This prevents customers, children and 
other passers-by from accessing the 

chemical cleaning products. 

The KeyCar is available in the sizes S, M and L. 
 Pre-confi gured carts are available in every 

size–these can be ordered directly or used as an 
inspiration for a customised design. 
The KeyCar offers you the freedom 

of choice without forcing you to choose.

Your own personal design

Safety for passers-by

Tailored to your needs

SML

Art 01Mountain 02 Art 02 Art 03 Art 04 Water 01 Water 02

Create 
your 

design
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18Wetrok KeyCar: Security in an attractive package

Wetrok AG  Steinackerstrasse 62, 8302 Kloten, Switzerland, Tel. +41 43 255 51 51, Fax +41 43 255 53 79

Wetrok Austria GmbH  Deutschstrasse 19, 1230 Vienna, Austria, Tel. 0800 20 48 68, Fax 0800 20 48 78

Wetrok GmbH  Maybachstrasse 35, 51381 Leverkusen, Germany, Tel. +49 2171 398-0, Fax +49 2171 398-100

Wetrok Polska S.A.   ul. Ła̧czyny 4, 02-820 Warsaw, Poland, Tel. +48 22 331 20 50, Fax +48 22 331 20 60

Wetrok AB Bergkällavägen 32, 192 79 Sollentuna, Sweden, Tel. +46 8 444 34 00, Fax +46 8 444 34 01

www.wetrok.com

METHODS
KeyCar Small

80973
KeyCar Medium SI

80974
KeyCar Medium SA

80975
KeyCar Large SI 

80976
Supply × × × ×
Disposal (×) × × ×
Dust-binding mopping
With Masslinn pack ×
With Masslinn roll × × ×

Wet mopping
With WetBox system ×
With dosage system × ×

If you need a cleaning cart that is not only functional but also secure and 
visually appealing, KeyCar is the perfect choice. Cleaning personnel in 
the following types of properties will be especially glad to replace their 
traditional cleaning carts with this rolling companion:

• Healthcare institutions, such as 
hospitals and residential care facilities 

• Educational institutions for children, such as 
schools and kindergartens

• Publicly accessible buildings, such as shopping centres 
or shopping arcades in train stations and airports

While it is essential in hospitals and residential care facilities to prevent 
unauthorised individuals from coming into contact with chemical cleaning 
products, administrators of public buildings are also happy to have a 
cleaning cart with a customisable space for advertising or information. 

However, the KeyCar can also be a real chameleon: with a neutral layout, 
it will be nearly invisible as it makes its way through the building.

Wetrok KeyCar—perfect for highly demanding 

properties

• Customisable exterior design
• Top security thanks to a 100% lockable system
• Ideal for buildings in the healthcare and school sectors


